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CPS Design Needs New Tools
CPS products combine three types of components: 

Computational, often embedded / real-time systems 

Communication,  often over the Internet 

Physical, can be pretty much anything, even you and me 

Understanding combinations of such systems is significantly more 
challenging than understanding systems consisting of  
(or serving as) components of just one of these systems 

Acumen has so far focused on combining “just” the first and 
the third (hybrid systems)



Applicability Accessibility Expressivity Error-aware

Simulation
Simulink, Dymola, 

OpenModelica ☺ ☺
 

☺
Hybrid DAEs

☹
Verification

Charon, SpaceEx, 
dReach, Flow* ~ ~

 

~ 
Hybrid ODEs

☺
Symbolic algebra

Mathematica, Maple ☹ ☺
 

☺
Comprehensive

 

☺
In principle

The Tool Landscape 
(informally)



Goals / Challenges
A test-bed for model-based CPS tools research 

What makes a better tool for engineers?   
How do engineers work?! 

A test-bed for Programming Languages research 

What are the best practices for developing DSL?   
What is/are the domain/s?! 

A test-bed for Education research 

What makes a tool accessible, natural, and intuitive?   
To whom?!



Emerging Design
The essence is support for hybrid ordinary differential equations 

Super-dense time a la Edward Lee (multiple resets) 

Undirected equations (directed using Gaussian elimination) 

Partial derivatives (eliminated before simulation) 

Dynamic objects (can be created and terminated) 

Dynamic 3D visualization (“animations”) 

Real-time simulation and user input/output



Emerging Design 
(User experience)

(if time allows, we play bit.ly/CPS-video)



Emerging Design 
(Robotics)



Emerging Design 
(Automotive Safety)



Milestones
(2007-2010) Separate equations for discrete + continuous

(2010) Combined discrete and continuous equations

(2011-2013) Dealing with Zeno behavior using enclosures 

(2011-2015) Five editions of CPS course using basic tool 

(2012-2014) Case studies e.g. from the automotive domain

(2014) Revised syntax to make much less like a PL

(2015) Licensing (GPL -> BSD) and software rendering

(2016) New validated ODE solver (non-linear enclosures)



Milestones (2012-2016)

Streamlined Syntax,
Software 3D (Portable),

Extended enclosure semantics

Enclosures,
New IDE, 

3D Visualisation

Improved Semantics,
Language Enhancements,

IDE Enhancements



Milestones (2011-2013)
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Milestones (2016)

Parametric uncertainty
Trigonometric (non-linear) function



Conclusion & 
Lessons Learned

Vision: “Practical as simulation, rigorous as verification" 

Live product plays key role in engaging all team members 

Rigorous simulation can provide solutions to fundamental problems 

3D visualization is important for users 

GUI development is demanding (time + effort = $$$) 

git and JIRA work well (depends critically on team preference) 

Questions? Get in touch! http://acumen-language.org/

http://acumen-language.org/

